Unveiling Revelation: The Prophetic Visions of St. John of Patmos

For those who fear the impending message
of doom and destruction in the Book of
Revelation, this book offers a message of
divine hope and the eternal promise of God
to establish a New Heaven and Earth in the
hereafter. The Book of Revelation is by
far the most explosive prophecy of our day,
and many people are now convinced that
we are living in the time period that John
the mystic wrote about nearly 2000 years
ago. With the advent of the 21st Century,
hundreds of religious cults and biblical
scholars, and the major religions of Islam,
Christianity and Judaism are all predicting
some type of catastrophic global upheaval.
However, as mankind has been reminded
for centuries, no one knows the hour or the
day (No Man Knoweth the Time) when all
of this will suddenly happen.
Are we
living in the Last Day! This is a question
that many biblical scholars, ministers and
laypersons are seeking to uncover. The
Bible speaks of wars and rumors of wars,
brother killing brother, devastating natural
disasters, massive corruption, a global
world order and much more. And how can
we explain the bizarre and perplexing
behavior of many of our young people in
todays world: children killing children with
automatic weapons! This demonized
behavior driven by our drug culture, our
materialistic mentality and worldview, and
the glamorization of death in a fast-paced
world, permeates the entire fabric of
American and world societies. This is a
critical time in world history, and Western
Civilization clearly appears to be at the
crossroads. In Unveiling Revelation, Rev.
James L. Davis provides a clear path for
understanding the difficult symbolisms of
biblical language. This deeply inspired
author clarifies the language of the
Bible,accurately interprets its hidden
meaning, and provides a systematic
approach towards understanding the period
of time we are living in. He provides an
urgent reality check and encourages us to
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carefully consider the remaining years of
the 1990s and beyond. Clarification of the
poetic language of the Bible opens the door
to a broader understanding of a very
difficult and earth shattering prophecy.
About the Author Rev. James L. Davis is
an elder minister of the faith and a man
who has spent well over two decades in
deep meditation on various issues of the
Bible. He was inspired to provide greater
clarity to the world with respect to the
powerful message of the Book of
Revelation.
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before, and For the testimony of prophecy is one: and the Revelation but the last and
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